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Are You Ready to Learn Knitting Faster Than You Ever Thought Possible?Welcome to the Ultimate

Crash Course on Knitting!With Tons of Detailed Pictures Inside!Are you ready to discover one of the

most amazing crafts of all times? Are you ready to enjoy one of the most healthy, funny and

cheapest hobbies of the world? Would you like to surprise your family, relatives and even a loved

one with a hand-made gift? If you answer is a resounding 'Yes!', then this crash course on knitting is

definitely for you.Maybe you are an amateur just getting started, or perhaps you already know a few

things about this amazing craft and you'd like to reach the next level. Don't worry, this course will

approach knitting from both starting points. The idea is to get all the necessary skills to learn how to

knit in under 12 hours. Yes!, 12 hours. You will learn from the ABCS of knitting (the necessary

supplies that you need, all the stitches, reading patterns, and much more) to advance techniques

that can help you to make your own projects.Want to hear the best part? You will find tons of

pictures. REAL pictures inside this book. Pictures that will help you to advance, compare and learn.

Also you will find exercises and tasks to improve your skills. You will understand that knitting is

extremely simple! This book will help you and the most important thing is that you will enjoy learning

this beautiful craft. You will be able to craft things we can be proud of!The idea is very simple. You

will learn knitting from zero to hero. We will go from the root to the top of this amazing craft. And in

the end you will have a special bonus! So let's go for it!Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn

Inside... Welcome To Your New Favorite HobbyThe ABC of KnittingBasic Supplies You Will Need to

Start KnittingOur First StitchYour First Project: The Handmade DishclothYour Second Project: The

Easy Hat in the RoundYour Third Project: The Textured ScarfYour Fourth Project: The Cabled

HeadbandYour Fifth Project: A Dishcloth on the BiasBlocking TechniquesReading a Written Knitting

PatternA Collection of Projects to Keep You GoingBONUS: Hints, Tips, and Reminders

TroubleshootingMuch, much more! The contents of this book are easily worth over $9.99, but for a

limited time you can download " Knitting Crash Course, The Ultimate Beginnerâ€™s Course to

Learning Crochet in Under 12 hours â€“Including Quick Projects & Detailed Images)" for a special

discounted price of only $3.99Download Your Copy Right Now!
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Knitting is definitely an old school skill that not enough people know these days! I bought this book a

week or so ago for my wife and she's come a long way in just 1 week! Hamilton's guide appears

easy to follow with fantastic reference points, images and the book just takes a progressive, yet not

too aggressively progressive approach to learning how to knit from scratch. Really good! Now,

where's that beanie my wife is meant to be knitting me?!

Want to learn how to knit in under a day? With this guide, you can learn how to knit-expensive

looking clothes while actually making something you can use right away. It contains projects for

complete beginners so that you can create something beautiful right away. It's well written. And

you'll learn everything you'll need to start knitting including all the tools you'll need, how to choose

yarn, and every technique you'll need to learn. It's a very comprehensive book, and contains images

for every step that requires some kind of visual reference. You'll go through a collection of

teaching-projects... and at the end, there are some tougher projects to keep you going after you

finish the book. Highly recommended, well done book.

I have always loved knitting and this book from Elizabeth Hamilton is such a great one for being

able to provide knitting tips and ideas that are truly helpful and effective. The book has also some

photos that really helped a lot for us readers to understand more what we are doing. I am just a

beginner with this hobby and I am now starting to love it even more. I highly recommend this book to

those who are also into knitting like me. A must have book!



I loved the knitting crash course guide! I always wanted to get into knitting however I never

understood how or the concept of knitting. After reading this book I finally understand the intricacies

of knitting and I have improved massively! Definitely recommend you get this guide if you are

interested in knitting!

I love this book. Plain uncomplicated instructions. Once ive learned the basics. I'll be ready for the

more detailed. Wish i had found this book first. Have six that go me so confused i almost gave up.

This one is A Winner!

"Knitting: Crash Course" is an extremely informative and helpful guide to anyone looking to learn

how to knit and how to knit well! I highly recommend this book to everyone who wants to learn a

new skill. I can't wait to start knitting!

This is a wonderful book for beginners. While it mainly deals with the basics--casting on, knitting and

purling, binding off--it also includes little tidbits of technique that are extremely helpful. I didn't know

how to join first and last stitches on a circular needle, or weave in tail yarn, but now I do. Instructions

are exceptionally clear; even without pictures the reader can visualize exactly what to do. I've read

many knitting primers and this one is well worth buying.

I was never really great at knitting and I recently got into it because of my friends. Im feel lucky that I

found this book! This book introduces you to the basics of knitting. Each pattern has very clear step

by step instructions with a lot of illustrations. There are awesome knitting patterns here. If you are

new to the world of knitting, this is a great book.
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